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PUBLISHER OF
LEROY GARRETT. EDITOR

RESTORATION REVIEW

A QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF RELIGION AND EDUCATION

• December JO, 1960
Dear brother Chalk,
I like the idea of using something from you in the Review, but the
sermon on Unity that you sent me is not along the lines that I plan
to develop in the immediate future. Too, I think your "infallible
road" to unity, outlined under several points on page 6, leaves the
basic problem unanswered. Some would say that when you argue that
unity comes by accepting Christ ' s body as the only church and by
having biblical officers, that you are begging the question. Surely
there would be unity if everyone interpreted the NT as those of us in
the Church of Christ do. Since this is not the case (since the divided
qbristians cannot ~~ree on the points you enumerate), what are we to do
about our divisions . I think you make some important comments in the
early pages of f our paper. While you are more liberal in your approach
on unity tha'R in the Church of Christ, I think you are going to have to
provide for more diversity of belief and practice if you have a workable
plan.

Let me have something from you again sometime. I have a.11 the copy
I need until the Spring 1961 issue. There is some stuff coming out
that a thinker like you would appreciate.
I am always glad to hear from you •.

